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Reinder J. Bril, and Johan J. Lukkien, Member IEEE
Abstract — Today’s consumer electronic devices feature

multiple applications which have to share scarcely available
resources. We consider a priority-processing-based video
application, which comprises multiple scalable video
algorithms (SVAs) that are executed on a shared, virtual
platform. This application is given a guaranteed processor
share by means of a constant-bandwidth server (CBS). A
decision scheduler distributes the assigned processor share
among the SVAs on a time-slot basis, with the aim to
maximize their overall output quality. To correctly distribute
this processor share based on fixed-sized time slots, we
introduce the concept of a virtual timer. This timer only
advances when its associated virtual platform is executing.
Because priority processing can guarantee real-time
performance even under fluctuating load, we apply a resource
reclaiming mechanism to our CBS which makes it possible to
efficiently exploit spare processor time1.
Index Terms — scalable video algorithms, resource
management, reservations, dynamic resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Reservation-based scheduling [1] has been successfully
applied in consumer electronics [2] to decompose complex,
fully loaded systems into well-defined components. It provides
a mechanism to concurrently schedule multiple applications
with different timing constraints on a shared platform and to
guarantee each application a fixed share. To enable costeffective media processing in software, scalable video
algorithms (SVAs) have been conceived which allow trading
resource usage against output quality at the level of individual
frames, and complemented with resource reservation techniques
[2]. The combination of scarcely available resources and
fluctuating, data-dependent load makes media processing
inherently greedy. A reservation-based approach can effectively
reduce interference due to dynamic load fluctuations. In this
paper we focus on platform support to guarantee a fixed share of
the system resources for each application, consisting of multiple
SVAs rather than a single SVA as in [2].
We consider a video processing application containing
competing, independent priority-processing algorithms. This
1
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application may need to share the processor with (non-greedy)
third-party applications. The principle of priority processing
provides optimal real-time performance for SVAs on
programmable platforms with limited system resources [3].
According to this principle, SVAs provide their output strictly
periodically and processing of images follows a priority order.
After creation of an initial output by a basic function,
processing can be terminated at an arbitrary moment in time,
yielding the best output for the given resources.
To distribute the available processor share among priorityprocessing algorithms, a decision scheduler has been
developed [4]. The decision scheduler aims at maximizing the
total progress of the algorithms on a frame basis. It therefore
divides the available resources within a period into fixed-sized
quanta, termed time slots, and dynamically allocates these
time slots to the algorithms. The progress of an algorithm is
defined as the fraction of the number of already processed
blocks and the total number of blocks to be processed in a
frame. To maximize the overall output quality of an
application, we need support for control strategies of its
decision scheduler through (i) mechanisms for dynamic
resource allocation to its algorithms and (ii) efficient
implementations of these mechanisms. Strategies and
mechanisms for dynamic resource allocation have been
addressed in [4] and [5], respectively.
During run time, we provide temporal isolation between
applications through budgets which are allocated to
applications. These budgets are provided by constantbandwidth servers (CBS) [6] to guarantee a minimum
processor share to our application. We inherently have a twolevel scheduled system, i.e. a global scheduler to assign a
server to the processor, a fixed-priority scheduler [7] for tasks
within an application, e.g. SVAs. The global scheduler
isolates applications in a temporal manner. The decision
scheduler uses the fixed-priority scheduler provided by the
platform to distribute the application’s processor share by
trading off the priorities of the SVAs. We extend this
framework with support for reclaiming of unused resources.
A. Problem Description
We consider multimedia applications that are composed of
a set of competing, independent priority-processing
algorithms and a decision scheduler. These algorithms are
running on a virtual platform which has a guaranteed
processor share at its disposal. This virtual platform is
implemented by means of a server, which defines a budget
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allocation and enforcement policy for the serviced application.
To migrate and integrate our existing priority-processing
application [5] into a virtual platform, it needs support for (i)
triggering its decision scheduler relative to virtual time and (ii)
efficient redistribution of unused resources. Virtual time is
measured with respect to the consumption on of the
application's budget.
B. Contributions
The contribution of this paper is fivefold. First, we present
a light-weight virtualization technique based on processor
reservations and two-level hierarchical scheduling. Secondly,
we decouple timer management local and global to an
application to limit the temporal interference of timers
belonging to suspended applications. Thirdly, we extend our
timer management with a novel virtual timer mechanism
which generalizes local and global timer management.
Fourthly, we implement and evaluate our reservation-based
framework in a real-time microkernel, µC/OS-II [8]. Finally,
we show the mapping of a priority-processing-based video
application on a virtual processor and show that such greedy
SVAs can take advantage of reclaimed processor resources.
C. Overview
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows.
First, Section II discusses related work. Section III presents
the mapping of a priority-processing application on a virtual
platform. Section IV presents our novel timer management
module for our reservation-based scheduling framework.
Section V presents our implementation of a light-weight
virtualized platform by means of a CBS in µC/OS-II. Section
VI evaluates the overheads of our reservation-based
framework and shows that the addition of a budget reclaiming
mechanism increases the output quality that a priority
processing application can achieve. Section VII revisits our
assumptions and discusses directions for future work. Finally,
Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we first consider the distinguishing
characteristics of priority processing compared to more
traditional approaches to SVAs. Next, we compare dynamicresource-allocation mechanisms with reservation-based
resource management. We subsequently present alternative
virtualization approaches. Finally, we present existing
resource reclaiming mechanisms which extend reservations.
We will reuse one of these mechanisms to maximize the
output of priority processing on a virtualized platform.
A. Scalable Video Algorithms
As mentioned above, SVAs trade resources usage against
output quality at the level of individual frames. In traditional
approaches, an SVA provides a fixed number of quality levels
that can be chosen for each frame. Because a quality level can
only be changed at the level of individual frames, a frame is
entirely processed at a particular quality level or otherwise the

processing has to be aborted. For cost-effectiveness reasons, it
is common to take a work-preserving approach, i.e. upon an
overload situation, the processing of the current frame is
completed and a next frame is skipped [9], [10]. Buffering is
inherent to a work-preserving approach.
Conversely, SVAs based on priority processing do not have
quality levels. Moreover, the processing of a frame can be
terminated at an arbitrary moment in time once initial output
at a basic quality level has been created, yielding the best
output for given resources. Unlike the traditional approach,
priority processing does not inherently require buffering.
B. Temporal Isolation
The dynamic-resource-allocation mechanisms described in
[5] support control strategies for SVAs based on priority
processing. Whereas these mechanisms are unique, the
architectural approach taken for SVAs on programmable
platform is similar to, for example, Hentschel et al. [2]. In
particular, we also make a clear distinction between system
and application responsibilities and address these
responsibilities in dedicated components in the architecture of
the system [5]. As an example, the application specific control
strategy is addressed by the decision scheduler [4], a
constituent of the media application.
Dynamic resource allocation facilitates isolation between
priority-processing algorithms, i.e. temporary or permanent
faults occurring in one algorithm cannot hamper the execution
of other algorithms [5]. It therefore has much in common with
reservation-based resource management [1], [11]. The
distinguishing characteristics of dynamic resource allocation
are first the inherent lack of reservations, i.e. no resources are
guaranteed to SVAs except for those allowing an SVA to
produce a basic output at lowest quality. Secondly, the need
for prematurely termination of SVAs at the end of a frameperiod requires synchronization between processing and time.
In this paper we complement dynamic resource allocation
with reservation-based resource management to facilitate
isolation between multiple multimedia applications.
C. Virtualization and Timer Management
Virtualization techniques in which a guest operating system
is hosted by a hypervisor or micro-kernel have become widely
adopted in embedded systems to compose a system from
independently developed and tested components. However,
virtualization has shown to give considerable overheads [12],
[13], i.e. interrupt latencies increased with an order of
magnitude. To avoid such overheads we extended a real-time
microkernel, µC/OS-II [8], with light-weight virtualization
mechanisms based on the CBS [6]. The CBS guarantees a
fraction of the processor time to applications whose
computation time cannot be easily bounded statically, i.e.
applications containing greedy algorithms. We extend the
CBS’ reservation mechanism with support for virtual-timers.
The notion of a virtual timer already exists in the Portable
Operating System Interface (POSIX) description [14]. Each
application running on a POSIX-compliant platform has a
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virtual timer available that expires relative to the processor
time consumed by its process. When the virtual timer expires,
a signal is sent to the process. This signal is queued and the
time that the signal is handled depends on when the process is
selected for execution by the scheduler. Signals, as described
in the POSIX standard, are a form of inter-process
communication. However, we do not only require signaling of
our application relative to its consumed budget at the local
level, but also to enforce that it does not exceed its reserved
resource share at the global level. We therefore propose a
more general notion of virtual timers that supports virtual time
management globally and locally to an application.
D. Resource Reclaiming
A constant bandwidth server (CBS) provides a guaranteed
fraction of the processor. When a budget depletes, a next
budget becomes immediately available at a lower priority and
may be consumed in advance. While a priority-processing
application can handle fluctuating resource availability after
receiving a minimum guarantee [3], its SVAs cannot consume
these forwardly offered budgets. The reason for this is that (i)
it may result in less resources for next frames and (ii) we do
not know in advance how large the fraction of the forwardly
offered budgets is before a frame is prematurely terminated.
The latter information is necessary to prevent depletion of a
budget during finalization of a frame, i.e. writing the produced
output to the frame buffer.
Several resource reclaiming techniques for the CBS in
which the reclaimed budgets become conditionally guaranteed
[15] are proposed and compared in [16]. A greedy application
may, for example, start consuming unused budgets of other
applications, i.e. remaining budgets of servers with an earlier
deadline [16]. For ease of presentation we will reuse this
reclaiming mechanism to demonstrate that priority processing
can efficiently exploit these reclaimed processor resources.
III. MAP AN APPLICATION ONTO A VIRTUAL PLATFORM
We consider a priority processing application attached to a
server which provides a virtual share of a single processor
platform. We first recapitulate our application model for
priority processing for the case where this application has the
entire processor at its disposal [4] and subsequently show the
mapping of this model onto a virtual platform.
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computation time Ci of τi can be viewed to consist of a basic
part Ci,basic, a scalable part Ci,scalable and an epilog Ci,epilog, i.e.

C i  C i ,basic  C i , scalable  C i ,epi log
The basic part and the epilog are mandatory parts of a task,
whereas the scalable part of a task can be terminated
prematurely. The epilog is ideally constant and as small as
possible. Typically, it is infeasible to compute a realistic
estimate of the worst-case computation time of the scalable
part of an SVA, since multimedia processing algorithms are
characterized by heavily fluctuating, data-dependent
workloads.
All tasks modeling SVAs have the same period T, deadline
D, and phasing  . Moreover, it is assumed that the period and
deadline are equal, i.e. T = D. During every period T, an
amount Q ≤ T of processor time is available for executing the
SVAs. When the entire processor is available to the SVAs,
this available processor time (or budget) is equal to the period,
i.e. Q = T. The mandatory parts of the SVAs are required to
fit within this budget Q to guarantee a minimal output upon
depletion of the budget, i.e.
m

 (C
i 1

i ,basic

 C i ,epi log )  Q

We assume that the budget Q is large enough to perform all
m mandatory sub-tasks, and therefore no further admission
test is required for the integration of scalable subtasks. The
remaining time of a budget during a period can be used for the
scalable parts of the algorithms, and is divided among the
SVAs by the decision scheduler. To facilitate this division of
time, the execution of the scalable parts of tasks are delayed
till all tasks have completed their basic part. Hence, whereas
the SVAs are independent, the executions of their
corresponding tasks are explicitly synchronized. Moreover,
the decision scheduler has to reserve time during every period
to allow for the execution of the epilogs of all tasks. Finally,
all pending executions of the scalable parts of the tasks have
to be terminated when the remaining time of a budget has
been consumed; see also Figure 1.

A. Priority-processing on an Entire Processor
We assume a set  of m strictly periodically released tasks
τ1 , τ2 , . . ., τm, modeling the set of m priority-processing
algorithms of an application that are executed on a single
processor. A job is an instance of a task, representing the work
to be done by an algorithm for a single video frame. A task τi
is characterized by a period Ti  R+, a (relative) deadline
Di  R+, a computation time Ci  R+, where Ci ≤ Di ≤ Ti, and a
phasing   R+  {0}, representing the start-time of the first
job of τi. A task τi can be viewed as a sequence of three
subtasks representing a basic part τi,basic, a scalable part
τi,scalable, and possibly an epilog τi,epilog. Correspondingly, the

Fig. 1. Division of a period in three parts for execution of: 1) basic parts,
2) scalable parts, and 3) epilogs of all tasks.

B. Mapping onto a Server
We attach a CBS to a priority-processing application. This
application consists of a decision scheduler and at least two
independent SVAs. The SVAs are not blocked by their input
or output and share no resources except the processor. Each
SVA accounts its own progress and updates the progress
during runtime. Based on these progress values, the decision
scheduler heuristically allocates time slots to SVAs.
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Within a server, all application tasks are scheduled by a fixedpriority preemptive scheduler, so that at each time instant the
application’s task with the highest priority and with a pending
load is assigned the processor. The decision scheduler is
mapped on a task and is assigned the highest priority, so that it
has full control over its SVAs. Upon activation, it changes the
SVAs’ task priorities according to its choice to allocate an SVA
to a time slot [5]. All tasks comprising the priority-processing
application are assigned to the same server.
A server has a replenishment period, Pb, for its budget, Qb.
The SVAs’ consumed time is accounted to (and subtracted
from) that budget. When a server uses up its budget Qb within
an interval of Pb, it is said to be depleted. At the end of the
current interval Pb, the server will obtain a new budget Qb and is
said to be replenished. We distinguish two types of reservations
based on their behavior with respect to depletion and
replenishment: (i) a hard reservation which on depletion cannot
be scheduled until it is replenished and (ii) a soft reservation
which on depletion can be scheduled for execution along with
spare processor time and other depleted reservations [1].
All SVAs are synchronous with the same frame period, T,
which is a multiple of their server period, i.e. T  i  Pb with

i  N+. Activation of the decision scheduler is a virtual timed

event and is triggered after consumption of a time slot, ∆ts,
relative to budget Qb. For example see Figure 2 where the
video-frame period T = 40ms, the application is provided with
a budget of Qb = 5.5ms each period Pb = 20ms, and ∆ts = 1ms.

Fig. 2. Example of budget replenishments and virtual timers, with T =
40ms, Pb = 20ms, Qb = 5.5ms, and ∆ts = 1ms.

We need virtual timers to trigger timed events relative to
the consumed budget to activate the decision scheduler. We
therefore extended µC/OS-II to implement such support. This
timer management, including virtual timers, forms a basis to
implement a reservation-based scheduler.
IV. TIMER MANAGEMENT FOR RESERVATION-BASED
SCHEDULING
Intrinsic to our virtual platform is support for hierarchical
timer management. We store timers in a queue ordered by
expiration time. We express their expirations relative to each
other by representing each expiration time relative to the
expiration of the previous timer. The expiration time of the
head timer is relative to the current time. Although this
approach is not restricted to any specific hardware timer, we
assume a high-precision periodic timer, which is in line with
µC/OS-II. At every tick interrupt of the periodic timer, the
time of the head in the queue is decremented. This timer

representation scheme is explained in [17]. In this paper we
extend this approach for inclusion in a reservation-based
framework, i.e. first we consider hierarchical timer support
and subsequently we introduce virtual timers.
A. Hierarchical Timer Queues
To support hierarchical scheduling, we introduce (i) a
system queue which keeps track of timers such as
replenishment of server budgets, and (ii) one local queue for
each server which keeps track of timers such as task deadlines
or the arrival of periodic tasks within a server. At any time at
most one server can be running on the processor; all other
servers are switched out. When a server is switched out, its
local queues are deactivated to make sure that the timers local
to switched-out servers do not interfere with the currently
running server. In this configuration the hardware timer drives
two timer queues, i.e. the local queue of the active (running)
server and a system queue.
When the running server is switched out, then the running
server queue is replaced by the queue belonging to the newly
scheduled server. As a result, the queue of the switched-out
server will be paused, and the queue of the scheduled server
will be resumed. To keep track of the time which has passed
since the last server switch, we introduce one additional
stopwatch queue.
The stopwatch queue contains one timer for each switchedout server. The accumulated time between the head of the
stopwatch queue and a stopwatch timer represents the time
since the corresponding server was switched out. At every tick
the timer at the head of the stopwatch queue is incremented.
Whenever a server is scheduled, its local queue is
synchronized with the stopwatch, i.e. all timers in its local
queue which would have expired if the server was running are
handled. Subsequently its stopwatch timer is deleted from the
stopwatch queue. When a server is switched out, its stopwatch
timer is set to 0 and inserted at the head of the queue.
When a server executes and its budget depletes, a timer
expires and triggers a handler which ensures that a server does
not exceed its budget. We could resolve the budget-depletion
timers in a way similar to [18], i.e. removing the budgetdepletion timer for a particular server from its local queue
every time this server is switched out and inserting it back
when the server is scheduled. However, we opt for an
alternative approach.
B. Virtual Timers
In Section III we identified the need to trigger our decision
scheduler on a time-slot basis. These virtual timers should
expire relative to the consumption of the server budget. In this
section we present a general approach for handling both
budget-related and application- related timers. Our notion of
virtual timers avoids removing timers upon server switching
and is therefore more efficient than that of [18].
We implement virtual timers by adding a virtual queue for
each server. In this new configuration, at every tick the heads
of at most four queues are updated: a system queue, active
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server queue, stopwatch queue, and active-server virtual
queue. The dedicated server queue managing virtual timers
does not need to get synchronized when a server is resumed,
because a switched-out server does not consume its budget.
Figure 3 shows an example of our timer-management module
with support for hierarchical-scheduling and virtual timers.
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Bandwidth preservation means that a server is suspended
into a suspended state when its workload is exhausted. In the
meantime it preserves the remaining budget to service future
arriving tasks during the remainder of the current budget
period. The period of a server, Pb, serves as a deadline for a
budget Qb, i.e. the global timer queue is sorted by server
deadlines. All servers with pending load and remaining budget
are ready to execute. According to the EDF policy, the server
with the highest (dynamic) priority among all ready servers,
i.e. the earliest deadline, is scheduled and running on the
processor, either until its workload is exhausted, or it is
preempted by a higher priority server or its budget depletes.
Budget depletion is implemented using a virtual timer. When
the timer expires the server’s budget is depleted and the server
is de-allocated the processor. Figure 4 illustrates this behavior.

Fig 3. Example of our timer queue setup for reservations.

V. VIRTUAL PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
Given our timer-management module described in the
previous section, we built a two-level hierarchical scheduling
framework within µC/OS-II. Extending µC/OS-II with
reservation support requires the identification and realization
of the following concepts:
1) Applications: µC/OS-II tasks are bundled in groups of
sixteen to accommodate efficient fixed-priority preemptive
scheduling [8]. An application is therefore naturally
represented by such a group. Each application is allocated a
server that manages its reserved budget. Servers are scheduled
by means of an earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduler [7].
2) Fixed-priority scheduling [7]: After allocating a server
to the processor, µC/OS-II’s fixed-priority task scheduler
determines the highest priority ready task within the server.
The decision scheduler is assigned the highest priority within
a priority-processing application and selects an SVA to
execute for the duration of a given time slot. It manipulates
task priorities accordingly [5].
In the remainder of this section we first describe the
implementation of hard reservations. Next, we will show how
to extend these to soft reservations by means of a CBS.
A. Periodic Bandwidth-preserving Reservations
In this section we consider the deferrable server [19], which
provides a periodic processor reservation. We present this server,
because it implements a hard reservation, whereas a CBS extends
its design to a soft reservation. A deferrable server is bandwidthpreserving and can be in one of the states shown in Figure 4.

Fig 4. State transitions of a deferrable and constant bandwidth server.
The replenishment transitions from the ready, waiting and running states
to the same state are not shown.

A bandwidth preserving server may need to provide its
preserved budget to tasks which arrive while it is suspended.
Hence, we cannot simply deactivate its local queue when its
current workload is exhausted. One option is to keep its local
queue active, but this would increase the interference from
switched-out bandwidth preserving servers. We therefore
propose an alternative solution, based on wake-up timers. We
observe that the timer at the head of the server's local queue
represents the time when the server may need to provide its
budget. When a server is suspended, we insert a wake-up
timer into the system queue with the expiration time of the
first timer in the server's local queue. When a wake-up timer
expires, we change the server state to ready, allowing it to be
scheduled by the global scheduler and handle the
corresponding local event.
Many applications handle sporadic or a-periodic (external)
events to interact with their environment. To prevent that
handling such events causes overload, one may enforce a
minimum inter-arrival time between two consecutive events.
Although during run-time their exact arrival time remains
unknown, we can reuse our wake-up timer mechanism based
on the observation that for sporadic tasks the minimum interarrival time is known upfront. Hence, we know when to
expect the earliest activation of a task, i.e. one period later
than the previous release. When the previous release is
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unknown, we must initially expect the sporadic event at any
time. After one arrival, we can insert timers into the local
queue to enable sporadic events and wake up the server.
Bandwidth preserving servers may therefore decrease the
average response time to an application [19], which is
especially advantageous for multimedia applications.
B. Constant Bandwidth-preserving Supply
For the special case where we map a priority-processing
application on a deferrable server, a server never reaches the
waiting state. Such a greedy application which is constrained
by a reservation does not behave differently than a periodic
idling server, i.e. it behaves similarly as a periodic task
without self-suspension. All its SVAs are strictly periodic and
synchronous with their server period. However, not all
applications may request their resources at the same time, so
that unused budgets can be reclaimed by other applications.
The constant bandwidth server (CBS) [6] builds on top of a
global EDF scheduler and absorbs unused processor
resources. The system queue contains all servers ordered by
their absolute deadline. A CBS is bandwidth preserving, but
has no periodic replenishment. Hence, contrary to a deferrable
server, a CBS does not get blocked in its depleted state, see
Figure 4. In our implementation budget depletion as well as
budget replenishment is implemented using a single virtual
timer. When this timer expires the server’s budget is
immediately replenished and its deadline is postponed by its
period, Pb. Effectively, a task within the CBS remains eligible
for execution when the server’s deadline is postponed, albeit
at a lower priority. Postponing a server’s deadline is
implemented by updating deadline timers.
A CBS may advance allocated processor supplies due to the
work-conserving nature of the EDF scheduling policy [7], i.e.
it never idles away processor time if there is a task ready to
execute. However, the explicit synchronization between
processing and time upon prematurely termination of the
processing of a video frame requires that we know upfront
that we have sufficient supply to complete the epilog subtask
of an algorithm. We guarantee this by prematurely terminating
processing of a frame, so that the epilog can be executed
before the server’s budget, Qb, depletes. This means that we
artificially put the CBS in a waiting state, so that it preserves a
negligible small budget until the next frame period. At the
next frame arrival, the server’s budget is replenished and its
deadline is automatically synchronized with the frame period.
In addition, we allocate all reclaimed resources, i.e.
allocated and unused budgets, to a priority-processing
application. Such a reclaiming mechanism can be
implemented using our timer management support by
traversing the system queue. While traversing the system
queue, the priority-processing application receives all
remaining budgets Qi in a deadline order of the servers that
are earlier in the queue than the server belonging to priority
processing with deadline Pb. When all these budgets are
exhausted, then we start consuming our own budget. All
consumed budgets are guaranteed to be supplied before the
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deadline of the currently processed video frame expires by
virtue of the EDF schedulability analysis [7], [16].
VI. EVALUATION
We created a port for µC/OS-II to the OpenRISC platform
[20]. This platform comes with a cycle-accurate platform
simulator. The simulator allows software-performance
evaluation via a cycle-count register. The measurement
accuracy is approximately 5 instructions. We configured the
processor speed to 400 MHz and the hardware clock to 1 kHz.
These values correspond to the hardware found in state-ofthe-art consumer devices which are capable to render video
streams, e.g. mobile phones [21].
In the remainder of this section we first show the overhead
imposed by our virtual-platform support, compared to a de
facto fixed-priority µC/OS-II system. Secondly, we show the
effect of the CBS’ processor reclaiming mechanism on the
priority-processing application.
A. Virtual platform overhead
Since the main objective of a real-time operating system is
to provide time predictability, it is important to know whether
our extended real-time operating system behaves in a timewise predictable manner. In virtualized systems the fractional
overhead for tick-based schedulers can be considerable [13].
We therefore investigate the interrupt and scheduling
overheads of our reservation-based scheduling framework.
1) Computational Complexity:
The timer interrupt handler synchronizes all active queues
with the current time. For each expired timer it executes the
corresponding handler and calls the scheduler. Handling
timers may require traversing a queue. For example, when a
task period event expires, an event representing the next
periodic arrival is inserted into a queue. In our
implementation, inserting an event requires a linear traversal
of the queue. In our analysis we assume that the cost of
traversing a queue is negligible compared to the fixed
overheads associated with handling the event, and treat the
overhead of handling an event as constant. There are two
global queues, i.e. a system and a stopwatch queue, and two
queues for the currently running server. The system queue
contains only one budget replenishment and at most one
wake-up timer per server. Its length is therefore proportional
to the number of servers, N. The length of the active local
queue is linear in the number of application tasks assigned to
the server. Similarly, since the active-server virtual queue
contains one depletion timer and at most one virtual timer for
each task at each time instant, its length is linear in the number
of tasks assigned to the server, m.
The scheduling overhead of our framework is linear in the
number of servers, N, since we need to traverse the system
queue in order to determine the earliest-deadline ready server.
Selecting the highest priority task within a server is linear in
the number of tasks assigned to a server, m. Although this can
be done in constant time by selecting the first task from a
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ready queue ordered by priority, it comes at the cost of a
linear insertion of tasks into the ready queue whenever a task
becomes ready. Given the constant overhead for handling a
timer, the overhead of the tick handler and scheduler is
proportional to the lengths of the four active queues, i.e.
( N  m) .
The overhead of context switching between servers depends
on the number of timers inside the stopwatch queue and the
server queue of the running server, which needs to be
synchronized with the stopwatch. The stopwatch queue
contains at most one stopwatch timer per server, i.e. N timers.
2) Simulation Results:
The scheduling overhead, including context switching,
heavily depends on the chosen server and task parameters. We
therefore use simulations to gain insight into the average
overheads. We consider a setup with an increasing number of
servers and tasks within a server. The worst-case
computational overhead to handle expiring timers occurs
when multiple timers expire at the same time. In our
experiments, we therefore choose all server periods and
budgets equally large and simultaneously released. A similar
setup is chosen for tasks within a server. We show that each
server bounds its overheads to other servers in the system.
Figure 5 relatively compares (i) the total timer handling and
scheduling overheads for a system comprising multiple
application serviced by a deferrable server to (ii) a plain fixedpriority-scheduled microkernel where all tasks belonging to
different application are scheduled by a single scheduler. The
overhead for reservation-based scheduling is lower than for a
plain µC/OS-II system. This is because our reservation-based
system groups tasks in applications together, so that the
overhead for local scheduling of (a relatively small number
of) tasks is accounted to each individual application. This
difference is especially visible for an increasing number of
applications each having multiple concurrent tasks.
We repeated the same experiment for a system where
applications are serviced by a CBS instead of a deferrable
server. Figure 6 presents the corresponding results. These are
similar to the results for the deferrable server in Figure 5.
However, the CBS brings a minor additional overhead
compared to a system with deferrable servers. This overhead
is due to the extra server and task switches which occur in the
case of CBS when it exploits the unused capacity, whereas the
deferrable server simply waits until its next replenishment.
Moreover, a CBS may require inserting more deadlines into
the ready queue. However, our CBS-based scheduler also
outperforms a fixed-priority-scheduled microkernel.
3) Memory Complexity
Our modular design of the reservation-based extensions in
µC/OS-II makes it possible to enable or disable the support
for reservations and different server types during compilation.
The complete implementation, which includes timer
management, EDF-based scheduling, deferrable servers and
CBSes, consists of approximately 2000 lines of code
(excluding comments and blank lines). A basic µC/OS-II
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setup consists of 8330 lines of code. Note that our timer
management can replace the existing timer mechanisms in
µC/OS-II. Furthermore, it provides a framework for easy
implementation of other scheduler and servers types.
The memory footprint of our reservation-based extensions
is 6 kB, compared to µC/OS-II’s de-facto size which can be
scaled down to 10 kB. Furthermore, µC/OS-II predefines a
fixed amount of stack space for each task. Each application
has the additional memory footprint of a server data structure.

Fig. 5. Total scheduling and timer handling overheads for a reservationbased hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) based on EDF-scheduled
deferrable servers versus a de facto fixed-priority scheduled µC/OS-II.

Fig. 6. Total scheduling and timer handling overheads for a reservationbased hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) based on a extended
µC/OS-II with EDF-scheduled deferrable servers versus CBSes.

B. Reclaiming unused processor reservations
We now consider a fully loaded system, i.e. all available
processor resources are reserved for dedicated applications.
Although today’s consumer devices feature many
applications, these typically do not simultaneously require all
processor resources. In occasional situations of overload, we
guarantee a minimum output quality of our video application.
Based on our measurements in [5], we reserve a guaranteed
budget of 10 ms every period of 40 ms for our priorityprocessing application, which is sufficient to complete an
SVA’s mandatory processing part with a basic output quality
and a fixed frame rate of 25 frames per second. These
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guaranteed resources effectively provide a virtual processor to
our application which is four times slower than the full
processor speed. In other words: if we would have an entire
processor available, similar to [5], then our new frame period
has shrunk to one fourth of its original length. Hence,
reclaiming unused resources can be thought of as increasing
the frame period of an SVA running on a fully available
processor. We therefore simulated our priority-processing
application for different frame periods to demonstrate the
effect of our budget reclaiming mechanism on its SVAs.
As a leading example, we reconsider a basic priorityprocessing application composed of two independent SVA
[4]. These SVAs are fed with standard video sequences from
the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG). Since priority
processing has a greedy nature, it exploits all unused
processor time that is reclaimed by the CBS. Figure 7 shows
that an SVA for sharpness enhancement [3], which processes
VQEG sequence 5 and 6, reaches a higher progress value
when given more processing time per frame, i.e. when the
remaining processor time is not fully allocated and used by
other applications. If all 30 ms of remaining processor time in
a period of 40 ms is reclaimed, as in the bottom case of Figure
7, then priority processing has a full processor at its disposal.

In practice, however, applications may also share resources,
e.g. operating-system services, shared (frame) buffers and
other memory mapped devices. This means that resource
sharing expands across a budget which calls for specialized
resource access protocols. When a task accesses such a shared
resource, one needs to consider the priority inversion between
servers as well as local priority inversion between tasks within
the server. To accommodate such resource sharing, three
synchronization protocols have been proposed in literature,
which have been qualitatively and quantitatively compared in
[22] and [23], respectively. We consider further elaboration
on this topic out of the scope of this article.
B. Handling Fluctuating Resource Availability
In Section VI-B we showed that priority processing can
provide a higher output quality by exploiting reclaimed
processor resources. However, a large fluctuation in resource
availability may result in a fluctuation of the perceived output
quality [9]. Since each application is assumed to be allocated a
minimum guaranteed share, large resource fluctuations are a
likely result of a change in operational mode, e.g. turning on
or off a media application. We leave further considerations to
balance reclaimed resources among competing applications on
a fully loaded consumer platform as future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Distribution of an SVA’s additional progress for 10, 20 or 30 ms
more processing time per frame. Measurement data is obtained from an
application comprising two SVAs for sharpness enhancement [3], [5] on
video sequence 5 and 6 from the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG).

VII. DISCUSSION
We presented a mapping of a priority-processing
application containing independent SVAs on a light-weight
virtual platform. In this section, we briefly discuss further
challenges towards an efficient deployment of priority
processing on an embedded platform which needs to be shared
with third-party applications.
A. Dependent Applications
In this paper we assumed independent applications and
independent SVAs within an application. By creating a chain
of time-driven SVAs, separated by buffers, we can simply lift
the assumption on independence of SVAs at the cost of
increasing the end-to-end delay of the final output frame [4].

Virtual platforms become indispensable to guarantee secure
and predictable behavior in today’s heavily loaded consumer
platforms. In this paper we presented the mapping of a
priority-processing-based video application on a virtual
processor. This application consists of a decision scheduler
and a set of independent scalable video algorithms (SVAs).
Compared to full virtualization, we presented light-weight
architectural support to (i) provide temporal isolation between
priority-processing applications by means of a constant
bandwidth server (CBS) and (ii) efficiently distribute the
available processor reservations by means of a virtually timed
decision scheduler. We inherently have a two-level
hierarchical scheduling framework, i.e. a global scheduler to
assign a reservation to the processor and a fixed-priority
scheduler for tasks within an application, e.g. SVAs.
We developed a solution to decouple timer management
local and global to an application. This limits the temporal
interference of timers belonging to suspended applications.
We extended our approach with a novel virtual timer
mechanism which generalizes local and global timer
management to an application. Using this support, we
implemented different strategies to provide processor
reservations, i.e. deferrable and constant bandwidth servers.
Our design has been implemented in a real-time operating
system, µC/OS-II, and evaluated on the OpenRISC platform.
We showed that a reservation-based scheduling framework
can significantly reduce timer handling and scheduling
overheads on heavily loaded consumer platforms where
multiple applications need to share resources. Moreover, we
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showed that priority-processing algorithms can take advantage
of reclaimed processor resources. This application-level
support in reservation-based approaches makes virtualization
a promising solution for future consumer electronics.
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